
 

 

 

 

Quality Management (NOE-072)  

UNIT-I : Quality Concepts: Evolution of Quality Control, concept change, TQM Modern concept, 

Quality concept in design, Review of design, Evolution of proto type. Control on Purchased Product: 

Procurement of various products, evaluation of supplies, capacity verification, Development of 

sources, procurement procedure.  

 

Manufacturing Quality: Methods and techniques for manufacture, inspection and control of product, 

quality in sales and services, guarantee, analysis of claims.  

 

UNIT-II: Quality Management: Organization structure and design, quality function, decentralization, 

designing and fitting, organization for different type products and company, economics of quality 

value and contribution, quality cost, optimizing quality cost, seduction program. Human Factor in 

quality Attitude of top management, cooperation of groups, operators attitude, responsibility, 

causes of apparatus error and corrective methods.  

 

UNIT-III: Control Charts, Theory of control charts, measurement range, construction and analysis of R 

charts, process capability study, use of control charts. Attributes of Control Chart, Defects, 

construction and analysis of charts, improvement by control chart, variable sample size, construction 

and analysis of C charts.  

 

UNIT -IV : Defects diagnosis and prevention defect study, identification and analysis of defects, 

correcting measure, factors affecting reliability, MTTF, calculation of reliability, building reliability in 

the product, evaluation of reliability, interpretation of test results, reliability control, maintainability, 

zero defects, quality circle.  

 UNIT –V: ISO-9000 and its concept of Quality Management, ISO 9000 series, Taguchi method, JIT in 

some details. 
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Unit 1 
Quality Management 

 
Quality has been the most exploited word but at the same time most mis-understood word. Quality is 

an off shoot of the work we do. It is a bi-product of an act. It shows the level of commitment in doing 

our activity. 

Examples such as: High quality at low price, Quality Hawaii chappal, High class quality etc., are 

being mentioned. 

 

Definition: The Quality is defined in many ways: 

 

Quality is Excellence: When quality is defined as excellence, it loses its measurability. Each person 

understands to the level of his own excellence and involves in his work. It is often misunderstood that 

high cost is high quality. Judgmental in nature. Ex. (Rolex watches, BMW automobiles). 

 

Quality is Value: With this definition the performance and features or the usefulness of the products 

are compared to only the cost of price of the product. Many a times the utility/ possession value is 

more than the value of the product. Ex: the features of the product are compared to the cost of the 

product. 

 

Quality is Conformance to Requirements: This definition has a manufacturing orientation. It 

requires that the customer gives the specification and the products are manufactured to that 

requirement. 

 

Quality is degree to which the inherent capabilities of the product satisfy 
(implicit and explicit) Requirements (Customer driven). 
 
 

 
Need for Quality 
 

  Good quality of goods and services can provide an organization with competitive edge.  

 Good quality reduces costs due to product returns, rework and scrap 

  Good quality increases productivity, profits and other measures of success such as brand image, 

product image and company goodwill.  

 Most importantly, good quality generates satisfied customers today and tomorrow.  

 Good quality creates an atmosphere for high employee morale, which improves productivity. 
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Evolution of Quality  
Before the concepts and ideas of TQM were formalised, much work had taken place over the 
centuries to reach this stage. This section charts the evolution, from inspection through to the 
present day concepts of total quality. 
 
  

 
 

 
 
From inspection to total quality Inspection Inspection involves measuring, examining, and 
testing products, process and services against specified requirements to determine conformity. In 
the late Middle Ages, special measures were taken to inspect the work of apprentices and 
journeymen in order to guard the Guild against claims of makeshift or shoddy work.  
 
During the early years of manufacturing, inspection was used to decide whether a worker’s job or a 
product met the requirements; therefore, acceptable. It was not done in a systematic way, but 
worked well when the volume of production was reasonably low. However, as organisations became 
larger, the need for more effective operations became apparent. 
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 In 1911, Frederick W. Taylor helped to satisfy this need. He published ‘The Principles of Scientific 
Management’ which provided a framework for the effective use of people in industrial 
organisations. One of Taylor’s concepts was clearly defined tasks performed under standard 
conditions. Inspection was one of these tasks and 
 

  was intended to ensure that no faulty product left the factory or workshop; 

  focuses on the product and the detection of problems in the product; 

  involves testing every item to ensure that it complies with product specifications;  

 is carried out at the end of the production process; and relies on specially trained inspectors.  
 
Accompanying the creation of inspection functions, other problems arose  

 More technical problems occurred, requiring specialised skills, often not possessed by production 
workers  

 The inspectors lacked training  

 Inspectors were ordered to accept defective goods, to increase output 

  Skilled workers were promoted into other roles, leaving less skilled workers to perform the 
operational jobs, such as manufacturing  
 
This movement led to the emergence of a separate inspection department. An important new idea 
that emerged from this new department was defect prevention, which led to quality control.  
 

Quality in Japan 
 
 In the 1940s, Japanese products were perceived as cheap, shoddy imitations. Japanese industrial 
leaders recognised this problem and aimed to produce innovative high quality products. They invited 
a few quality gurus, such as Deming, Juran, and Feigenbaum to learn how to achieve this aim. In the 
1950s, quality control and management developed quickly and became a main theme of Japanese 
management. The idea of quality did not stop at the management level. Quality circles started in the 
early 60s. A quality circle is a volunteer group of workers who meet and discuss issues to improve 
any aspects of workplace, and make presentations to management with their ideas. A by-product of 
quality circles was employee motivation . Workers felt that they were involved and heard. Another 
by-product was the idea of improving not only quality of the products, but also every aspect of 
organisational issues. This probably was the start of the idea, total quality. 
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Total Quality Management TQM is composed of three paradigms:  

 Total: Organization wide  

 Quality: With its usual Definitions, with all its complexities (External Definition) 

 Management: The system of managing with steps like Plan, Organize, Control, Lead, Staff, etc.  
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Definition: As defined by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO): "TQM is a 

management approach for an organization, centered on quality, based on the participation of all its 

members and aiming at long-term success through customer satisfaction, and benefits to all 

members of the organization and to society."  

Basic Concepts:  

TQM requires six basic concepts 

1. A committed and involved management: TQM is a continual long term activity that must be 

imbibed in the culture of the organization. Everything begins with the long-term-top-to-bottom- 

organization support. Management must participate in the quality program, establish a council 

to develop clear vision, set goals and direct the programs 

2.  An unwavering focus on the customer: Customers are the very purpose of any organization. Key 

to an effective TQM is orienting all activities towards the need of the customer, both internally 

and externally. 

3.  Effective involvement and achievement of the entire work force: Implementing TQM is 

everyone’s responsibility. Employees are the future of any organization. All personnel must be 

trained in TQM, its tools. They must be empowered to perform processes in an optimal manner.  

4.  Continuous improvement of the business and production processes: All employees must 

continually strive to improve all business and production systems.  

5. Treating Suppliers as Partners: 40 to 60 % of the product cost is outsourced. So all supplier 

organizations have to be treated as extension of one’s organisations.  

6. Establish Performance measures: Measure and prosper. Measures should be available to note 

downtimes, nonconformities and satisfaction of customers, absenteeism etc. 

 

 

 Principles of Total Quality Management:  

The eight principles are: 

 1. Customer-Focused Organisation  

2. Leadership  

3. Involvement of People 

 4. Process Approach 

 5. System Approach to Management 

 6. Continual Improvement  

7. Factual Approach to Decision Making and  

8. Mutually Beneficial Supplier Relationships.  

 

Principle 1 - Customer-Focused Organisation "Organisations depend on their customers and 

therefore should understand current and future needs of the customer, meet customer 

requirements and strive to exceed customer expectations".  

 

Steps in application of this principle are:  
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1. Understand customer needs and expectations for products, delivery, price, dependability, etc. 

2. Ensure a balanced approach among customers and other stake holders (owners, people, 

suppliers, local communities and society at large) needs and expectations.  

3. Communicate these needs and expectations throughout the organisation.  

4. Measure customer satisfaction & act on results, and  

5. Manage customer relationships.  

 

Principle 2 - Leadership "Leaders establish unity of purpose and direction of the 

organisation. They should create and maintain the internal environment in which people can 

become fully involved in achieving the organisation's objectives." Steps in application of this 

principle are:  

1. Be proactive and lead by example.  

2. Understand and respond to changes in the external environment.  

3. Consider the needs of all stake holders including customers, owners, people, suppliers, local 

communities and society at large.  

4. Establish a clear vision of the organisation's future.  

5. Establish shared values and ethical role models at all levels of the organisation. 

 6. Build trust and eliminate fear.  

7. Provide people with the required resources and freedom to act with responsibility and 

accountability.  

8. Inspire, encourage and recognise people's contributions.  

9. Promote open and honest communication.  

10. Educate, train and coach people.  

11. Set challenging goals and targets, and 

12. Implement a strategy to achieve these goals and targets.  

 

Principle 3 - Involvement of People "People at all levels are the essence of an organisation 

and their full involvement enables their abilities to be used for the organisation's benefit". Steps 

in application of this principle are:  

1. Accept ownership and responsibility to solve problems.  

2. Actively seek opportunities to make improvements, and enhance competencies, knowledge 

and experience. 

 3. Freely share knowledge & experience in teams 

 4. Focus on the creation of value for customers.  

5. Be innovative in furthering the organisation’s objectives.  

6. Improve the way of representing the organisation to customers, local communities and 

society at large. 

 7. Help people derive satisfaction from their work, and 

 8. Make people enthusiastic and proud to be part of the organisation.  

 

Principle 4 - Process Approach "A desired result is achieved more efficiently when related 

resources and activities are managed as a process." Steps in application of this principle are: 

 1. Define the process to achieve the desired result. 

 2. Identify and measure the inputs and outputs of the process.  
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3. Identify the interfaces of the process with the functions of the organisation. 

 4. Evaluate possible risks, consequences and impacts of processes on customers, suppliers and 

other stake holders of the process.  

5. Establish clear responsibility, authority, and accountability for managing the process. 

 6. Identify internal and external customers, suppliers and other stake holders of the process,  

7. When designing processes, consider process steps, activities, flows, control measures, 

training needs, equipment, methods, information, materials and other resources to achieve the 

desired result.  

 

Principle 5 - System Approach to Management "Identifying, understanding and managing a 

system of interrelated processes for a given objective improve the organisation's effectiveness 

and efficiency." Page 13 of 23 Steps in application of this principle are: 

 1. Define the system by identifying or developing the processes that affect a given objective.  

2. Structure the system to achieve the objective in the most efficient way.  

3. Understand the interdependencies among the processes of the system.  

4. Continually improve the system through measurement and evaluation, and 

 5. Estimate the resource requirements and establish resource constraints prior to action.  

 

Principle 6 - Continual Improvement "Continual improvement should be a permanent 

objective of the organisation." Steps in application of this principle are:  

1. Make continual improvement of products, processes and systems an objective for every 

individual in the organization. 

2. Apply the basic improvement concepts of incremental improvement and breakthrough 

improvement.  

3. Use periodic assessments against established criteria of excellence to identify areas for 

potential improvement. 

 4. Continually improve the efficiency and effectiveness of all processes.  

5. Promote prevention based activities. 

 6. Provide every member of the organisation with appropriate education and training, on the 

methods and tools of continual improvement such as the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, problem 

solving, process re-engineering, and process innovation 

 7. Establish measures and goals to guide and track improvements, and  

8. Recognise improvements.  

 

Principle 7 - Factual Approach to Decision Making "Effective decisions are based on the 

analysis of data and information." Steps in application of this principle are:  

1. Take measurements and collect data and information relevant to the objective.  

2. Ensure that the data and information are sufficiently accurate, reliable and accessible.  

3. Analyse the data and information using valid methods.  

4. Understand the value of appropriate statistical techniques, and  

5. Make decisions and take action based on the results of logical analysis balanced with 

experience and intuition.  
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Principle 8 - Mutually Beneficial Supplier Relationships "An organisation and its suppliers 

are interdependent, and a mutually beneficial relationship enhances the ability of both to create 

value." Steps in application of this principle are: 

 1. Identify and select key suppliers. 

 2. Establish supplier relationships that balance short-term gains with long-term considerations 

for the organisation and society at large.  

3. Create clear and open communications.  

4. Initiate joint development and improvement of products and processes.  

5. Jointly establish a clear understanding of customers' needs.  

6. Share information and future plans, and 

 7. Recognise supplier improvements and achievements 

 

TQM Framework 
 

 

TQM has evolved over a period of time through practice and the contribution of principles by various 

gurus. The whole system is focused towards the customer, who is the basic purpose for which the 

Organization exists. The products and services are realized by the combination of various principles 

and practices based on people and relationships, and Tools and Techniques, as shown above. The 

approach to product realization is by continuously identifying activities and process for incremental 

and breakthrough improvement so as to provide the best to the customer. This happens when at every 

stage all activities and process have progressive performance measures which channelize the 

performance in the direction of the set goal. 

 

 

Benefits of TQM: 

Improved quality 

Employee participation 
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Team work 

Working relationship 

Customer satisfaction 

Employee satisfaction. 

Increased productivity 

Communication] 

Profitability 

Increased market share 
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